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As recognized, adventure as competently as experience nearly lesson, amusement, as with ease as deal can be gotten
by just checking out a books Bihar Ul Anwar English next it is not directly done, you could say yes even more almost this
life, nearly the world.
We have enough money you this proper as skillfully as simple showing off to get those all. We manage to pay for Bihar Ul
Anwar English and numerous books collections from fictions to scientific research in any way. among them is this Bihar Ul
Anwar English that can be your partner.

Ana Howa (I Am That) Wilayat Mission 2012-03-25 Those sayings of Ameerul Momineen where Moula Ali (asws) tells
about His station. These hadiths are taken from various authentic books of hadith. In this book, we attempted to compile
those hadiths where Moula Ali (asws) introduces various aspects of His attributes. Every hadith begins with “Ana”, I am.
May Allah accept our effort and may we be successful in properly sharing these hadiths with you. Also contains a special
bonus section: Prayer regarding the status of Eid e Ghadeer and 50 Glorious Sayings of Ameerul Momineen (asws)
The First Muslims Asma Afsaruddin 2013-10-01 A fresh look at the origins and development of Islam, this is a fascinating
reconstruction of the era of the first three generations of Muslims. Using a wealth of classical Arabic sources, it chronicles
the lives of the Prophet Muhammad, his Companions, and the subsequent two generations of Muslims, together known
as the "the Pious Forebears". Examining the adoption in contemporary times of these early Muslims as legitimizing
figureheads for a variety of causes, both religious and political, Afsaruddin tries to establish where their sympathies really
lay. Essential reading for anyone interested in the inception of the Islam, this important book will captivate the general
reader and student alike.
The Soul in the Axiosphere from an Intercultural Perspective, Volume Two Joanna Jurewicz 2020-05-04 This volume
gathers together a broad spectrum of evaluations of the soul from different perspectives, including artistic (from literature
and the arts), mystic and theological reflections on spirituality from the Christian religion, as well as from the Orient and
Ancient Egypt. The contributions in this book will afford the reader a wider perspective on the concept of the soul in its
ethical, emotional and theological dimensions, in both European and Non-European cultures and languages, and in
artistic, philosophical and religious texts.
Catalogue of Arabic Printed Books in the British Museum British Museum. Dept. of Oriental Printed Books and
Manuscripts 1959
An Enlightening Commentary Into the Light of the Holy Qur'an From Surah al-Baqarah Robinson 2014-10-01 This book is
one of the many Islamic publications distributed by Ahlulbayt Organization throughout the world in different languages
with the aim of conveying the message of Islam to the people of the world. Ahlulbayt Organization is a registered
Organisation that operates and is sustained through collaborative efforts of volunteers in many countries around the
world, and it welcomes your involvement and support. Its objectives are numerous, yet its main goal is to spread the truth
about the Islamic faith in general and the Shi`a School of Thought in particular due to the latter being misrepresented,
misunderstood and its tenets often assaulted by many ignorant folks, Muslims and non-Muslims. For a complete list of
our published books please refer to our website or send us an email .
Mulla Sadra and Eschatology Eiyad S. Al-Kutubi 2014-09-15 The book explains Sadr?’s theory of the nature of afterlife. It
presents Sadr?’s philosophical premises concerning the nature of human beings and their physical and psychological
developments through which Sadr? shows how the afterlife is intimately connected to the nature of the human being and
how it is a natural stage of the evolution of each individual in which a corporeal body has no role. Presenting Mull? Sadr?
in a new light, the aim of this book is to investigate Sadr?’s metaphysical principles of the Return (al-ma‘?d) that have
been either partially presented or misunderstood in most of the existing secondary literature. Focusing on Sadr?’s
philosophical works, specifically the Asf?r and his commentary on the Quran, this study demonstrates how Sadr? is a
philosopher able to carry the premises of the previous philosophical theories to radically different conclusions. Mull?
Sadr? and Eschatology demonstrates the manner in which Sadr? explains the Return as presented in the Quran and
Hadith, but also shows how he presents the Return as a natural stage of the evolution of human beings in which a
corporeal body has no role. Thus, Sadr? offers a plausible philosophical explanation to the problem of bodily resurrection
that had occupied Muslim philosophers for centuries. Explaining Mull? Sadr? ‘s distinctive method of "doing" philosophy,
this book will be of interest to students and scholars of Islamic Philosophy, Religion and Islamic Studies more broadly.
Ausaaf Us Shia In Roman English Allama Sheikh Saduq (r.a) Ausaaf Us Shia Is Book Of Narrations From Prophet
Mohammed (s.a.w.s) And His Ahlebait (a.s) Regarding The Values And Qualities Of Muslim, Shia, Momin and Muttaqi. It
Is One The Finest Hadith Collections Of Allama Sheikh Saduq (r.a) Only For Shias Of Ahlebait (a.s). To Know The
Values Of Shiane Mohammed Wa Aale Mohammed (a.s) One Must Read Ausaaf Us Shia.
‘Al?’ al-Dawla al-Simn?n? Between Spiritual Authority and Political Power: A Persian Lord and Intellectual in the Heart of
the Ilkhanate Giovanni Maria Martini 2017-12-18 In ?Al?? al-Dawla al-Simn?n? Between Spiritual Authority and Political
Power: A Persian Lord and Intellectual in the Heart of the Ilkhanate, Giovanni Maria Martini investigates the personality of

a major figure in the socio-political and cultural landscape of Mongol Iran.
Sulaim Bin Qais Hilali In Roman English Sulaim Bin Qais Hilali 2021-11-15 The Book Sulaim Bin Qais is the oldest known
Shia Hadith collection by Sulaim ibn Qais Hilali, who entrusted it to Abban ibn Abi Ayaish and has received endorsement
from five Infallible Imams." The author researched and verified events before he penned them so that their authenticity is
incontrovertible. The book was entrusted to only one person, Aban ibn Abi Ayyash who was held to a solemn oath not to
talk of the book during Sulaym's lifetime and that after his death he would give the book only to trustworthy Shia.
The Complete Infidel's Guide to Iran Robert Spencer 2016-07-11 A book to challenge the status quo, spark a debate, and
get people talking about the issues and questions we face as a country!
FATIMEH AL-ZAHRA Sayyid Hussein Alamdar 2014-07-26 By God! They raised objection against the cutting swords of
Ali, his being indifference with respect to the death in the battlefield, his power of the combat in the warfare, and the
scattering strokes. By God! If people have joined with each other and would have given the caliphate to some one about
whom the Holy Prophet (SAW) has recommended, any time if the people had deviated from the path of the truth, he
would guided them towards the righteous path with out any pain and disturbance that neither the mount had become
incapacitated nor its rider would have tired and sad. Ultimately he would have lead them to the pure and pleasant
fountainhead of water, the canal that on both sides was saturated with the water that had never been polluted. And then
after the complete quenching of their thirst had returned them, and as a result they would have found him their wellwisher in hidden and apparent. [Ali] would never had taken any benefit from the world and from it there had not been any
advantage except the quenching of the thirsty and feedings of the hungry ones. And here the world-worshipper from the
ascetic one, righteous one from the liar had been explicit for all of them. And in accordance of what God's has said in the
Holy Qur'an: 'If the people of towns would have accepted faith and were pious, We would have opened the gates of
heaven's blessing upon them, but since they denied We punished them for their evil deeds.' And: 'Those who indulges in
the tyranny and oppression their deeds would caught their skirt, and they would never be able to escape from the divine
punishment.' The second Sermon of Fatimeh al-Zahra (SA), p-155."
The Lineaments of Islam Paul Cobb 2012-06-22 In honor of Fred M. Donner's distinguished career as an interpreter of
early Islam, this volume collects more than a dozen studies by his students. They range over a wide array of sub-fields in
Islamic studies, including Islamic history, historiography, Islamic law, Qur'anic studies and Islamic aracheology.
Quranic Sciences Abbas Jaffer 2009-04-01 Until now studies of the Qur'anic sciences have either been partial, brief, or
sectarian. In the main, such works have more or less ignored the contribution of the great Shia scholars to our
understanding of the Qur'anic sciences. This book has been written not only to redress this gap but also to present a new
and more balanced view of this important topic. The authors have addressed many more issues than are usually found in
a book on Qur'anic sciences, Some of which have not been hitherto unavailable in English. It is hoped that the book will
be a useful addition to the material available to undergraduate students who are studying Islam.
Non-Sunni Muslims in the Late Ottoman Empire Necati Alkan 2022-02-24 The Alawis or Alawites are a minority Muslim
sect, predominantly based in Syria, Turkey and Lebanon. Over the course of the 19th century, they came increasingly
under the attention of the ruling Ottoman authorities in their attempts to modernize the Empire, as well as Western
Protestant missionaries. Using Ottoman state archives and contemporary chronicles, this book explores the Ottoman
government's attitudes and policies towards the Alawis, revealing how successive regimes sought to bring them into the
Sunni mainstream fold for a combination of political, imperial and religious reasons. In the context of increasing Western
interference in the empire's domains, Alkan reveals the origins of Ottoman attempts to 'civilize' the Alawis, from the
Tanzimat period to the Young Turk Revolution. He compares Ottoman attitudes to Alawis against its treatment of other
minorities, including Bektashis, Alevis, Yezidis and Iraqi Shi'a. An important new contribution to the literature on the
history of the Alawis and Ottoman policy towards minorities, this book will be essential reading for scholars of the late
Ottoman Empire and minorities of the Middle East.
Trübner's American and Oriental Literary Record Nicolas Trübner 1869
Status of Women in Islam Mohammad Shabbir Khan 1996 The Present Book Deals With The Status Of Women In Islam.
It Has Been Divided Into Two Parts-The First Deals With The Status Of Women As Per Tenets Of Islam In The Family
Structure And In The Society And Economy; And The Other, With The Status Of Muslim Women In Our Country. The
Problems Specifically Highlighted Are: The Acquisition Of Knowledge By Muslim Women, Their Participation In The
Process Of Consultation, Their Rights And Obligations In Regard To Social Life Of Muslim Community And Their Role In
Economic Activities.
Islamic Images and Ideas John Andrew Morrow 2013-11-11 These 24 studies on specific symbols, images and icons
from the Muslim tradition are authored by scholars from around the world. Divided into four sections, the Divine, the
Spiritual, the Physical, and the Societal, the work examines theological issues, such as divine unity, creation, wrath, and
justice; spiritual subjects, such as the straight path, servitude, perfection, the jinn, intoxication, and the status of Fatimah,
the daughter of the Prophet Muhammad. Essays also explore the symbolism of physical elements such as water, trees,
seas, ships, food, the male sexual organ, eyebrows, and camels; and the significance of more socially-centered subjects
such as the center, ijtihad, governance, otherness, Ashura, and Arabic. Drawing from the Qur'an and Sunnah, these
topics are all tackled with tact and respect from a position that appreciates exegetical diversity while remaining within the
realm of unity.
Trübner's American and Oriental literary record 1870
Catalogue of Works in the Oriental Languages Together with Polynesian & African Bernard Quaritch (Firm) 1887
Training and Education in Islam Murtaza Mutahhari 2011-08-22 The twentieth century saw heightened tension between
religious and secular approaches to education. In this era of cataclysmic social change, Mutahhari presented this Islamic
perspective on training and education, using his signature approach of applying traditional Islamic sources to

contemporary questions. Although, in this time, rote learning was prized, Mutahhari emphasised the importance of critical
thinks skills. He also emphasised education outside of the classroom, such as learning through work. Taking a hilistic
perspective, he discussed the importance of spiritual and moral traning, worship as a means of personal development,
and the importance of developing self-esteem. Although deliver in the 1970s, these lectures remain essential reading for
anyone in training or education.
An Enlightening Commentary Into the Light of the Holy Qur'an Sayyid Abbas Sadr-'ameli 2014-10-01 This book is one of
the many Islamic publications distributed by Ahlulbayt Organization throughout the world in different languages with the
aim of conveying the message of Islam to the people of the world. Ahlulbayt Organization is a registered Organisation
that operates and is sustained through collaborative efforts of volunteers in many countries around the world, and it
welcomes your involvement and support. Its objectives are numerous, yet its main goal is to spread the truth about the
Islamic faith in general and the Shi`a School of Thought in particular due to the latter being misrepresented,
misunderstood and its tenets often assaulted by many ignorant folks, Muslims and non-Muslims. For a complete list of
our published books please refer to our website or send us an email .
Islamic Prayers Voulme II
The Story of Karbala Ayatolla Ali Nazari Munfarid 2019-06-20 “Oh, Allah, You are my only trust in every calamity. You are
my only hope in every hardship. You are the only promise in anxiety and distress, in which hearts become weak and
(human) action becomes slight, whereby one is deserted and forsaken by his own friends, and the enemies take
malicious pleasure and rejoice at his misfortunes. Oh, Allah, I submit myself to You. My complaint is to You alone against
my enemies, and to You alone is my desire and request. Who else other than You can relieve me from grief? You alone
are the custodian of every blessing and the master of every excellence and the last resort for every desire.” —the prayer
of the Imam-Husayn (AS) on the Day of Ashura
The Literature of Islam Paula Youngman Skreslet 2006-09-20 _This book introduces the literature of Islam as it is
presented in English translation. For scholars in other fields who need to understand the vast and complex literary
heritage of this erudite and vigorous faith community (but are unable to devote years of their lives to achieving a reading
proficiency in classical Arabic), for faculty members called upon to teach introductory or survey courses outside their own
disciplines, and for graduate students in theology, medieval studies, world religions, or related fields who need access to
these primary sources in English translation, The Literature of Islam is a welcome resource. Even lay readers who are
interested in understanding the modern Arab or Islamic world may grasp something of the currents of thought and belief
through the centuries that produced these important works, which continue to exert a powerful influence upon Muslims
today.
Christian Apocalyptic Texts in Islamic Messianic Discourse Orkhan Mir-Kasimov 2016-11-17 In Christian Apocalyptic
Texts in Islamic Messianic Discourse Orkhan Mir-Kasimov offers an account of the interpretation of these texts by Fa?l
All?h Astar?b?d? (d. 796/1394), the founder of a mystical and messianic movement which was influential in medieval Iran
and Anatolia.
Dreams and Visions in Islamic Societies Özgen Felek 2012-02-01 A wide-ranging consideration of the place of dreams
and visions in Islamic societies from the pre-modern period to the present.
Creative Conformity Elizabeth M. Bucar 2011-02-15 Much feminist scholarship has viewed Catholicism and Shi'i Islam as
two religious traditions that, historically, have greeted feminist claims with skepticism or outright hostility. Creative
Conformity demonstrates how certain liberal secular assumptions about these religious traditions are only partly correct
and, more importantly, misleading. In this highly original study, Elizabeth Bucar compares the feminist politics of eleven
US Catholic and Iranian Shi'i women and explores how these women contest and affirm clerical mandates in order to
expand their roles within their religious communities and national politics. Using scriptural analysis and personal
interviews, Creative Conformity demonstrates how women contribute to the production of ethical knowledge within both
religious communities in order to expand what counts as feminist action, and to explain how religious authority creates an
unintended diversity of moral belief and action. Bucar finds that the practices of Catholic and Shi‘a women are not only
determined by but also contribute to the ethical and political landscape in their respective religious communities. She
challenges the orthodoxies of liberal feminist politics and, ultimately, strengthens feminism as a scholarly endeavor.
The Mughals and the Sufis Muzaffar Alam 2021-08-01 Examines the relationship between Mughal political culture and
the two dominant strains of Islam’s Sufi traditions in South Asia: one centred around orthodoxy, the other focusing on a
more accommodating and mystical spirituality. Based on a critical study of a large number of contemporary Persian texts,
court chronicles, epistolary collections, and biographies of sufi mystics, The Mughals and the Sufis examines the
complexities in the relationship between Mughal political culture and the two dominant strains of Islam's Sufi traditions in
South Asia: one centered around orthodoxy, the other focusing on a more accommodating and mystical spirituality.
Muzaffar Alam analyses the interplay of these elements, their negotiation and struggle for resolution via conflict and
coordination, and their longer-term outcomes as the empire followed its own political and cultural trajectory as it shifted
from the more liberal outlook of Emperor Akbar "The Great" (r. 1556–1605) to the more rigid attitudes of his greatgrandson, Aurangzeb 'Alamgir (r. 1658–1701). Alam brings to light many new and underutilized sources relevant to the
religious and cultural history of the Mughals and reinterprets well-known sources from a new perspective to provide one
of the most detailed and nuanced portraits of Indian Islam under the Mughal Empire available today. Muzaffar Alam is
George V. Bobrinskoy Professor in South Asian Languages and Civilizations at the University of Chicago. He is the
author of several books, including, The Languages of Political Islam: India 1200–1800 and The Crisis of Empire in
Mughal North India: Awadh and the Punjab, 1707–1748.
The City and the Wilderness Arash Khazeni 2020 The City and the Wilderness tells the story of a lost world of
encounters. It recounts the journeys and micro-histories of Indo-Persian travelers across the Indian Ocean and their

contacts with the Burmese Kingdom and its littoral during the turn of the nineteenth century. As Mughal sovereignty
waned under mounting British colonial rule, Indo-Persian travelers and intermediaries linked to the East India Company
explored and surveyed the Burmese Empire, inscribing it as a forest landscape and Buddhist kingdom at the crossroads
of South and Southeast Asia. Revealing an archive of colonial Persian travel books and narratives in which Indo-Persian
knowledge and perceptions of the wondrous edges of the Indian Ocean merged with the Orientalist pursuits of the East
India Company, The City and the Wilderness uncovers the fading histories of inter-Asian crossings and exchanges at the
ends of the Mughal world.
Good Governance & Media In Bihar Dr Shikha Jain 2021-01-19 Administration in a democratic nation stands on the
strong foundation of Good Governance. The need for establishing an effective government on the pillars of transparency
and openness is undoubtedly one of the most pressing and profound issue confronting the contemporary society.
Keeping in mind this crucial task; this book closely examines the role of media in promoting good governance. The
limitations and the hindrances in the way of media and good governance in India; in general; and in Bihar; in particular; is
also reviewed and highlighted. This book ends with analyzing the empirical findings; proposing suggestions for
improvement and with providing a solid base for further course of more in-depth analysis in the subject.
Philosophical Sufism Mukhtar H. Ali 2021-07-28 Analyzing the intersection between Sufism and philosophy, this volume
is a sweeping examination of the mystical philosophy of Mu?y?-l-D?n Ibn al-?Arab? (d. 637/1240), one of the most
influential and original thinkers of the Islamic world. This book systematically covers Ibn al-?Arab?’s ontology, theology,
epistemology, teleology, spiritual anthropology and eschatology. While philosophy uses deductive reasoning to discover
the fundamental nature of existence and Sufism relies on spiritual experience, it was not until the school of Ibn al-?Arab?
that philosophy and Sufism converged into a single framework by elaborating spiritual doctrines in precise philosophical
language. Contextualizing the historical development of Ibn al-?Arab?’s school, the work draws from the earliest
commentators of Ibn al-?Arab?’s oeuvre, ?adr al-D?n al-Q?naw? (d. 673/1274), ?Abd al-Razz?q al-K?sh?n? (d. ca.
730/1330) and Daw?d al-Qay?ar? (d. 751/1350), but also draws from the medieval heirs of his doctrines Sayyid ?aydar
?mul? (d. 787/1385), the pivotal intellectual and mystical figure of Persia who recast philosophical Sufism within the
framework of Twelver Sh??ism and ?Abd al-Ra?m?n J?m? (d. 898/1492), the key figure in the dissemination of Ibn al?Arab?’s ideas in the Persianate world as well as the Ottoman Empire, India, China and East Asia via Central Asia.
Lucidly written and comprehensive in scope, with careful treatments of the key authors, Philosophical Sufism is a highly
accessible introductory text for students and researchers interested in Islam, philosophy, religion and the Middle East.
The Promised Mahdi: Mu?ammad B?qir ibn Mu?ammad Taq? Majlis? 2012
Shi'ite Islam Sayyid Mu?ammad ?usayn ?ab??ab?'? 1979-06-30 Despite a growing interest in the last hundred years in
both orientalism and comparative religions, and the fact that there are over fifty million Shi’a Muslims, until now there has
been no thorough and objective study of that part of Islam called Shi’ism for Western scholars. The present work provides
a clear account of the origin, history, and doctrines of an important sector of the Muslim religious community. It is written
by a distinguished leader of that community, who, in addition to possessing a thorough knowledge of its traditional history
and literature, presents its rational-philosophic, traditional-legal, and gnostic-mystical elements with warmth and
sympathy. The result is a well-integrated general picture which succeeds in giving the reader a clear and comprehensive
picture of how the Shi’ite Muslim views his religion.
Extremist Shiites Matti Moosa 1988-02-01
Concepts of Messiah Yehoiakin ben Ya'ocov 2012-07-17 What is a Messiah? We have heard this word a lot, echoing
down through the centuries. It is used by three major religions on this planet: Christianity, Judaism, and Islam. Who is the
Messiah? What is, or what will his purpose be? And if he has already come, then what was his purpose? Will he return? If
you ask this question to clerics of the three monotheistic religions, they each will give you a different answer and a
different name. Each of these clerics will have a different concept of Messiah. In this book, Messianic Jewish moreh
(teacher), cantor, and writer YEHOIAKIN BEN YA’OCOV explores each of the concepts in detail, in an easy-to-read
format. Bet Doresh Messianic Jewish Ministries of New Mexico 2622 West Texas Street Carlsbad, New Mexico 88220
jehoiakin@yahoo.com
The scale of wisdom M. Muhammadi Rayshahri 2008-01-12 Text in English & Arabic. This is a collection of narrations
from the honourable Prophet of Islam and the Twelve Imams (AS). This compendium of Shi'a 'a hadith aims at traditions
which are central to understanding the teachings of the Holy Qur'an and the ethical foundations of Islam. The ten-volume
edition, for which the present volume serves as an abridged edition, was first published in March 1983 in Arabic. The
remarkable reception of Mizan al-Hikmah by researchers in the Islamic world shows a keen interest of the new generation
of scholars in the pure knowledge of Islam. To simplify the use of this collection, a selection of its most important
narrations was published in 1987. This book offers the translation of this Arabic selection and has undergone several
years of appraisal and reappraisal by a group of translators at the Islamic College in London in order to make the work
accessible to a wider audience.
Routledge Revivals: Medieval Islamic Civilization (2006) Josef Meri 2018-01-12 Islamic civilization flourished in the
Middle Ages across a vast geographical area that spans today's Middle and Near East. First published in 2006, Medieval
Islamic Civilization examines the socio-cultural history of the regions where Islam took hold between the 7th and 16th
centuries. This important two-volume work contains over 700 alphabetically arranged entries, contributed and signed by
international scholars and experts in fields such as Arabic languages, Arabic literature, architecture, history of science,
Islamic arts, Islamic studies, Middle Eastern studies, Near Eastern studies, politics, religion, Semitic studies, theology,
and more. Entries also explore the importance of interfaith relations and the permeation of persons, ideas, and objects
across geographical and intellectual boundaries between Europe and the Islamic world. This reference work provides an
exhaustive and vivid portrait of Islamic civilization and brings together in one authoritative text all aspects of Islamic

civilization during the Middle Ages. Accessible to scholars, students and non-specialists, this resource will be of great use
in research and understanding of the roots of today's Islamic society as well as the rich and vivid culture of medieval
Islamic civilization.
A Theory of Religious Democracy Hamid Hadji Haidar 2006 The rise of democracy is thought to be the pre-eminent
development of the twentieth century. In the last two decades, the study of democracy and democratisation has been one
main strand of the comparative study of politics, and particular attention has been paid to the relationship between Islam
and democracy. Focusing on a proceduralist definition of democracy in terms of 'equality' and 'popular participation', Hadji
Haidar articulates a Shi'a Islamic theory of religious democracy, which finds its parallel in Western secular democracy in
the unspecified concept of democracy and has a particular religious component. His analysis compares ideal secular
democracy and ideal religious democracy, and contrasts actual secular democracy with actual religious democracy.
Tu?fah Yi- ?Abb?s? Mu?ammad ?Al? Sabzv?r? 2008 This book is one of the oldest and most important sources written
on the esoteric teachings of Islam from a Shi'ite perspective. It demonstrates the Qur'anic origins of Sufism and its close
relationship with Shi'ism. The book is based mainly on the teachings of the Qur'an, Hadith narrations of Shi'ite Imams,
and the teachings of earlier Sufi masters. In this lies the uniqueness, authenticity, and strength of the book. Tuhfah yi-'
Abbasi is written in a typical prose style of the Safavid period and is replete with Arabic words and phrases. The difficulty
and dryness of the style, however, is properly compensated by timely quotation of Prophetic traditions, narrations of the
Shi'ite Imams, and Sufi poetry composed by 'Attar, Rumi, Hafiz, Mansur Hallaj, as well as the author. This work conveys a
universal message for all human beings, particularly at a time when Sufism and Shi'ism are misrepresented by pseudoSufis and extremist Shi'ite, and misunderstood by many readers in the Muslim world and in the West.
A Brief Biography of Imam Hasan bin Ali (a.s.) Mohamed Raza Dungersi
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